
The Prince’s Big Adventurer - Synopsis

In a kingdom far away, in the castle’s library, Prince Seamus muses about realizing that he lives
on books and wonders what the world outside is really like and what it means to have people in
his life. He is called by his father and leaves the library.

His father, King Wilbur, burdened by a cast, is concerned about the prince. Queen Audrey asks
why and its because the prince has not married yet and that his time is near (which it's not). The
queen tells him that he may not be ready yet for that big of a change. Prince Seamus arrives
and the king informs him that he has to get married soon, that he must marry a princess. The
queen agrees that the prince needs to meet people, but that they agree about not knowing
anyone. The king then informs them that he has arranged for the prince to rescue a princess in
a tower. Neither the prince or queen are happy about this, but the king has another part of the
plan: he has hired an adventurer in the village to help out. The prince leaves upset and then the
queen leaves upset at the king.

Prince Seamus goes into the village looking for the adventurer. When he finds Brody the
adventurer , they start talking and develop a quick connection. After talking about the details,
they head out on their adventure.

At the first campsite, they talk about meeting the humongous poisonous spider until they get a
phone call via magic mirror from the king and queen. After the call ends, checking up on the
prince, the two talk about why Brody hasn’t rescued a princess for himself. This turns into an
awkward connection and the prince heads to bed, Brody realizing that he would protect this
prince with his life.

The next day they face the humongous poisonous spider and when Brody is nearly trapped by
it, Prince Seamus saves his life distracting the spider. Brody clubs the spider This act impresses
Brody and after letting the spider go, the two move on. That night, Prince Seamus talks to his
father, disappointing him with the spider incident.

The two arrive at the tower unsure about what to do, but Princess Henrietta appears and the
mission is officially over. The marriage is now set and Brody must return to treating the prince as
royalty. That night after the princess talks about herself, she goes to bed and Seamus and
Brody argue about what they both want. The prince goes to bed and Brody leaves upset. The
princess pulls Seamus out and demands to know what's going on with the adventurer. She
realizes that the two actually like each other in the way of love and tries to convince Seamus to
do what's right for him.

The three arrive at the castle and the king and queen start preparing the wedding, but the
princess convinces Seamus to say how he feels. Seamus then tells Brody how he loves him
and then proposes to Brody. He says yes and the king is distraught until the queen reminds him
that there are no rules to marriage and that she was a villager and not a princess either when
they married. Everyone comes together for a final song and a wedding.


